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1. Safety Notice
1. Please don’t disassemble the instrument which hasn’t been indicated in our
instruction. All the repairs should be done by authorized professionals.
2. Please don’t assemble or operate the instrument near wet place. Water and any
liquid are not allowed to pour on screen.
3. Please pull off the plug when you find conditions below.
The equipment touched liquid:
A. The equipment has abnormal smell, smoking or loud and strong noise.
B. Cable is broken
C. The equipment is fallen down and broken
4. No stuff on the cable, keep people from stepping.
5. Please pull off the power cord after finish operation.
6. Don’t put anything into the equipment’s jack, otherwise it may cause fire or touch
the electricity. If something enters the equipment, please don’t pick it out by yourself,
contract distributor or our company immediately
7. Please don’t put the equipment on the anything that can’t stand steadily, avoid it
turns over and damage.
8. Our company has the right to modify the information in this introduction before
notify! And keep the explanations right for the above.
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2.Vacuum Breast Enlargement Cupping
This instrument is the most effective and direct breast building instrument, which
develops under the basis principle of physiology and physical sucking theory. And its
slight but concentrated effect could exercise the muscular tissue mostly (breast muscle
develops----next to neural tissue----finally reach hypophysis) and stimulate hypophysis
to excrete hormone, thus to exercise muscular tissue stretchy as well as fibre function,
also enlarging breast naturally and effectively. It suits Eastern feminine physiology and
proved by years of clinical confirmation that it does no harm to human body but does
effect for breast beauty.

Function
Breast care：Breast plumping & lifting、Correct nipple & chest、Recover breast elasticity.
Facial care：Face thinning、Remove nose blackhead、acne、eye circle、 eye bag、blood
marks、double chin、& Lifting canthus.
Back care：Negative pressure metabolism、Remove measles、Press cavity、 Toxin
excrete、Tighten skin、Improve skin elasticity、Lymphs toxin removal.
Buttock care:

Butt lifting, butt firming

Fatness care：Losing weight、Slimming、Tightening abdomens、Slimming waist.
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3. Machine and Accessories
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Total 32pcs cups including 4 pairs breast cups.

Air Release Lid

Vibration On/Off

DC
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Two short tubes
12 tubes and connectors
DC line for red light and
vibration on breast cups

Tee regulator air control

Vacuum heating handle
Main long tube
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4. How to Operate?
1. Clean the skin.
2. Smear slimming oil or tightening oil on the skin.
3. Use Vacuum heating handle to massage body for 5-15 minutes.
4. Use proper cups to treat breast, back, leg, arm, abdominal.
Adjust proper suction time for customers.
Usually treatment time 20-30 minutes.
After treatment, redness is normal.
When massage face, do not use big suction time, reduce the suction time, avoid
redness.
Please stop the machine after one hour working, let it rest for 30 minutes.
About installation and operation details, check our youtube video.

Massage breast before treatment
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Facial massage directions

Vacuum heating handle (body massage, detoxing)
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5. Device Daily Maintenance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Clear the device with warm and clean water in time after use
Do not clean the device with anything contains alcohol.
Please power off the device after use.
Check the electricity carefully before every operation.
Please use the specified accessories provided or recommended by the original
manufacturer to ensure the effect and device life.
6. Keep the device away from humid or very hot place.
7. Keep the device away from direct sunlight.
8. Do not drop, strike, beat, throw the device and handle,
Or else it may cause damage.

6. Technical Parameter & Packing List
Technique Parameters:
Voltage

100V~240V

Power

250W

G.W.

5KGS

Packing Size（cm）

50*35*32CM

Packing List
Item Name

Unit

No.

Main Machine

unit

1

pc

1

Breast cups

pairs

4

Other cups

pc

24

DC line

pc

1

Power cord

pc

1

Tubes

pc

15

Air tee regulator

pc

1

Vacuum heating Handle
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7. After-sale Service & Maintenance
The term of maintaining guarantee is main device 1 year and spare part 3 months from
the date of purchasing according to the receipt. (Expendable is not included in it.)
Others not included in maintaining guarantee or over the time, we also supply to
maintain and renew but need charges. Please contact with the dealer if need change of
purchasing the parts and easily expendable products.
A. We will guarantee the quality of our equipment, normally there is no quality
problem
1. If there is a deficiency, please email or call us on the reasons, it would be best to
dealt with by email or telephone. Because some of the problems are caused by
using the machine in a wrong way.
2. We suggest the client to take photos of the area where the problem occurs, we
will pass them to our technician , our technician will give a satisfactory answer
within 1-7 working days
3. If the problem comes from the spare part within the warranty, we could consider
in changing the spare part to our client, which could be sent with his/her next
order. If the next order is uncertain, we could pay freight cost to send the spare
parts.
4. If the problem comes from the main device within the warranty, we could advice
our client to post the device back to our company for repair by ordinary post, or
we could re-send a new one to our client. If the cost of posting the problematic
device back to BEST is more than the value of a new device, BEST would take it
into consideration, according to the actual status; apply to re-send a completely
new device back to our client.
B. We won’t supply maintaining guarantee if troubles as below:
a)

Disassembling the machine by self;

b)

Fall it without caution;

c)

Lack of reasonable keeping and protect;

d)

Not operate according to the user manual.

e)

Expendable reasons

If changes of the design and specification of the machine, we will not notice you in
addition. If any queries, please feel free to contact with the local marketing company.
All in one, we will do our best to serve you and also need your fully cooperation.
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8. Warranty Card
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